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ADI is a San Antonio, Texas based company founded, owned,
and managed by Todd Hargroder, a quadriplegic of over
twenty

years.

ADI

designs,

manufactures

and

distributes cutting edge mobility products for the
wheelchair mobility industry and serves as a
select distributor for high end mobility
products and accessories for the disabled
individual. Each of these products is
consistent with our mission to enhance
the

mobility,

independence,

and

well-being of people with disabilities by
evaluating and addressing the root of
problem in order to effect change and
provide lasting solutions.
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Our

fabrication shop is readied with the necessary equipment
required to take concept drawings and
quickly fabricate prototypes, as well as
manufacture
assembly
well-lit

finished
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product.
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that

of
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clean,
product

assembly stations with the inventory
required to finalize product assembly.
This area also houses final product
cleaning, inspection, and packaging
stations.
ADI is passionate about the need for a
fusion of advanced technology from other
industries into the wheelchair and
wheelchair product design process. ADI
works closely with the world’s leading
wheelchair design and manufacturing
companies, universities and research
laboratories in the development of
advanced wheelchair technology and
equipment.

Designing Solutions For The Physically Challenged Since 1990

ADI is the designer and manufacturer
of revolutionary products for
people with disabilities.

for detailed product information visit:

adirides.com

Your One Source For:
Anti-Slip Transfer Boards
Wheelchair Disc Brakes
Lightweight Seating Systems
Push and Transfer Gloves
High Performance Wheels
Tires, Handrims, Cushions

LIGHTWEIGHT SEATING:
Back Supports
Shells: Carbon Fiber or Aluminum
Widths: 10” through 23”
Contour: Active or Deep
Heights: 10”, 13”, 16”, 18” and 20” or Custom
Mounting Hardware: Fixed, Adjustable or Quick Release
Lateral Supports: Swing Away or Stationary
Carbon Fiber Seat Bases
Made to chair specifications

Wheelchair Accessories
Product Design & Fabrication
and much more...

ANTI-SLIP TRANSFER BOARDS
PUSH & TRANSFER GLOVES
Open finger design
Easy don & doff
All leather or rubber grip

Lightweight Seating
provides solid seating
options for active
individuals without
adding unwanted weight

WHEELCHAIR DISC BRAKES
w/ Quick Release Hub

Available in the above styles,
8” wide x 21”, 24” or 29” long
The bottom side of each board has non slip material
to keep the board in place during transfers

VARIABLE BRAKE LEVERS
provide true wheelchair braking

CMS HCPCS Code:
E2228 manual wheelchair accessory, wheel braking system, complete, each

Anti-Slip Transfer Board
bridge the “gap” during
transfers
All-Leather Gloves
enhances push and
transfers with an open
finger design
Disc Brake Systems
for manual wheelchairs,
providing a true hub
brake/lock system

401 Isom Road, Suite 520
San Antonio, Texas 78216
210.341.0008 fax 210.341.0009
toll free 888.684.2234
email: cs@adirides.com

